This study combines experimental and modeling approaches in order to investigate the temporal dynamics of the human brain at rest. The dynamics of the neuronal activity is modeled with FitzHugh-Nagumo oscillators and the blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) time series is inferred via the Balloon-Windkessel hemodynamic model. The simulations are based on structural connections that are derived from diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging measurements yielding anatomical probabilities between the considered brain regions of interest. In addition, the length of the fiber tracks allows for inference of coupling delays due to finite signal propagation velocities. We aim (i) to investigate the network topology of our neuroimaging data and (ii) how randomization of structural connections influence dynamics on top of it. The network characteristics of the structural connectivity data are compared to density-matched Erdős-Rényi random graphs.
INTRODUCTION

1
Large-scale functional brain connectivity maps are networks of brain regions based on functional interac- Cabral et al., 2011) , and structural disconnection (Cabral et al., 2012) .
23
Graph theory offers statistical tools to identify network structures, such as clustering coefficient and 24 small-worldness property (Watts and Strogatz, 1998; Newman, 2010) . Moreover, it introduces analytical 25 or numerical methods to build random graphs, which are often referenced to characterize real-world 26 networks. Random networks have been considered extensively as models of real-world networks of 27 various types, extensively in ecological systems (May, 1972) , in epidemiology (May and Lloyd, 2001 ; 
54
MATERIALS & METHODS
55
The Brain Graph
56
The AC map is taken from the original study of Iturria-Medina et al. (2008) . It is obtained from (Table 1) . The values in 62 the AC matrix refer to the probability of two AAL regions being connected at least by a single nervous 
64
The brain graphs considered in the present study are generated by binarizing the empirical AC map The color bar shows probability of structural connections of node pairs in the AC map. Node index of the brain regions as in Table 1 .
the values greater and equal to p are set to 1 in the connectivity matrix and to 0 otherwise. This way, the 67 resulting binary adjacency matrix reflects the coupling topology of the brain graphs, which are treated 68 as undirected and unweighted networks. In other words, all existing edges are thought to be of uniform 69 weight and nodes interact both ways along an edge connecting them.
70
The Random Graph
71
In order to compare the effects of network structure of the brain graph with a generic network, we 72 construct reference networks with the same network density κ in the form of random graphs. This follows 73 a construction first discussed by Paul Erdős and Alfréd Rényi in their seminal paper (Erdős and Rényi, 74 1959). Given a total number of nodes N and total number of edges L, so-called Erdős-Rényi networks are 75 undirected graphs G(N, L), in which the presence of any edge between two nodes is realized with a fixed 76 probability of L/ N 2 = 2L N(N−1) (Newman, 2010) . This results in a binomial distribution for the number of 77 edges per node, known as the degree. A particular graph G(N, L) is chosen uniformly random out of the 78 set of all potential graphs having N nodes and L edges, which means the same network density κ.
79
In this study, we denote brain graphs as R BG and Erdős-Rényi-type random graphs as R ER for notational 80 convenience. For an analysis of these graphs, we use the NETWORKX software package implemented in 81 PYTHON (Hagberg et al., 2008). The threshold range in this study is chosen to be in the 0.34 ≤ p ≤ 0.82. The lower bound at p = 0.34 86 excludes extremely densely connected R BG , i.e. almost all nodes connected to every other node. The 87 upper limit is set to p = 0.82, when R BG becomes disconnected. differential equations:
where τ denotes the time scale between the fast x-and slow y-variable, and γ, α, β are system parameters. 
98
In order to simulate the neuronal activity, the FHN units are coupled as described by the following set of equations (Ghosh et al., 2008b; Vuksanović and Hövel, 2016a):
where indexes i, j = 1, . . . , N represent any node among the N = 90 AAL regions, c is the coupling yields subthreshold oscillations. Thus, the system does not settle down to the fixed point.
109
The set of delay differential equations (2) Table 1 . (Mak and Barnard, 1996) .
Balloon-Windkessel Model for BOLD Activity Simulations
131
Here, for all combinations of connectivity threshold p and coupling strength c, a functional connectivity matrix based on R BG and R ER is obtained for the modeled neuronal activity and BOLD activity. The connectivity matrices are calculated via the Pearson's correlation coefficient ρ i j ,
where u i (t) denotes the modeled time series (simulated FHN or BOLD activity) of the node i, σ stands 132 for standard deviation and · represents the temporal average. This yields a 90 × 90 correlation matrix 133 ρ i j , which is referred to as simulated functional connectivity (FC s ).
134
Since the position of the nodes in the brain graph R BG and its randomized versions R ER , the Pearson's 135 correlation method is not a good measure for comparison of the functional connectivity. To quantify 136 the similarity of modeled temporal activity -FC s maps -on R BG and R ER , we calculate Bhattacharya 137 coefficients instead. This follows a widely used statistical approach to measure the dissimilarity between 138 histogram distributions (Bhattacharyya, 1943 
where H denotes the mean of the histogram H (Bhattacharyya, 1943 Figure 7 in Appendix.
143
RESULTS & DISCUSSION
144
The structural organization in the brain, the topology of anatomical-connectivity maps, affects the temporal 145 evolution of the simulated neuronal activity and BOLD signal. Moreover, they were different from the Figure 6A ). Therefore, the systematic hierarchical structure of human 152 brain contributes to the evolution of its temporal dynamics at the resting-state.
153
The AC map was binarized at several connection probability values in the range of 0.34 ≤ p ≤ 0.82.
154
The resulting adjacency matrices at each p-value were further used to build the brain graphs R BG . This p. Figure 4B indicates that the nodes in R BG tend to cluster more more than in R ER . Therefore, the local 170 information transfer is expected to be more efficient in R BG . Moreover, R BG exhibits clearly small-world 171 network characteristics with its highly clustered nodes and short characteristic pathways compared to R ER
172
( Figure 4C ). In fact, the small-worldness measure S provides the clearest distinction between R BG and R ER ,
173
indicating that the real networks are both highly segregated and integrated (Humphries and Gurney, 2008).
174
Here, the term segregation points to a specialized information processing, whereas integration refers to a 
198
At each (p, c)-value, an FC s matrix was calculated via Pearson's correlation coefficients for the 199 neuronal and BOLD activity simulations, separately. results demonstrated that disconnected anatomical networks have lower small-worldness and clustering 231 coefficients and moreover, the structural disconnection causes dramatical alterations in their corresponding 232 simulated functional networks (Cabral et al., 2012) . In our study, we disputed the AC map by rewiring 233 the links while keeping the network density fixed. Despite of different randomization techniques, i.e. 234 rewiring versus removing edges, our study illustrates similar findings with Cabral et al. (2012): The 235 functional connectivity in brain emerges mainly through the interplay between the long distance brain 236 connectivity and the local dynamics. The dominant long-range intra-hemispheric connections in the 237 original AC map was lost in the Erdős-Rényi type random networks, and the local dynamical properties 238 such as clustering coefficient of nodes decreased gradually in R ER . The loss of hierarchy in the anatomical 239 structure provokes a discriminative FC s . However, when the coupling strengths in the modeled temporal 240 dynamics are too weak, then the FC s based on both the R BG and R ER tends to be random ( Figure 6B ).
241
CONCLUSION
242
In this study, we have simulated resting-state functional connectivity in the human brain based on 243 empirically derived structural networks and their randomized topologies. Our aim was to explore the 244 network topology of our anatomical neuroimaging data and moreover to investigate how the temporal 245 dynamics modeled on brain networks differs from the dynamics on random networks. We have addressed 246 the topological characteristics of brain graphs, which were built on structural connectivity data, as 247 well as density-matched Erdős-Rényi type random graphs. Moreover, the difference between brain 248 and randomized brain structural connectivity has been analyzed by comparing their modeled temporal 249 dynamics; the FHN network model for the neuronal activity and the Balloon-Windkessel model for the 250 BOLD activity. We have demonstrated that the simulated neuronal time series of brain graphs are clearly 251 distinguishable from that of random networks at relatively low coupling strengths and at the network 252 density range of 0.14 ≤ κ ≤ 0.22. This holds additionally for the simulated BOLD signal diversity 253 between two network types.
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APPENDIX
386
Network Characterizations
387
A network can be statistically described in terms of its topology, i.e. solely in terms of its connectivity 388 and independently of spatial positions of nodes and edges. In this work, it is aimed to characterize the 389 topology of the brain graph R BG and its randomized versions R ER .
390
Network Density The average degree k of a network is proportional to the ratio of total number of edges L to total number of nodes N in a graph,
The density κ of a network is formulated as the ratio between L and maximum number of possible edges
The measure of network density can be referred to as the total wiring cost of the network (Rubinov 391 and Sporns, 2010). The degree of an individual node k i , average degree k and network density κ are key 392 scalar measures to characterize the topology of a network.
393
Average Clustering Coefficient The average clustering coefficient C of a network is calculated through individual clustering coefficients C i of single nodes,
where t i is the number of triangles around node i (Watts and Strogatz, 1998). The clustering coefficient Small-Worldness A small world network is both highly segregated and integrated, a measure of small worldness S was proposed to capture this effect in a single statistic,
where C and C rand are clustering coefficients, l and l rand are characteristic path lengths of the original and 
Bhattacharya Coefficient
406 Figure 7A represents the histogram of a Gaussian distribution H A , the dashed red curve is its probability 407 density function with mean µ = 15 and standard deviation σ = 1.0. Figure 7B displays 
Random Network Types
414
Several randomization procedures have been followed for this study (see Figure 8 ), but only the results 415 based on R ER have been published. The κ of all random graphs has been fixed to the network density of 416 the brain graph based on the empirical AC map at each binarization level. 
419
Configuration model (CM) generates a random graph with a given degree sequence. The direct 420 implementation of this model is to assign edges to the nodes randomly until the desired degree sequence 421 is matched. The resulting random graph is expected to be a node-index-shuffled version of the original 422 graph. However, these algorithms are non-trivial due to the occurrence of self-loops, when a node is 423 connected to itself, and parallel edges, that is, multiple edges connecting two nodes (Newman, 2003; 424 Hagberg et al., 2008) . In this study, we used configuration model by checking parallel edge and self-loop 425 occurrences, and applying the algorithm repeatedly, if they were the case.
426
Preserved degree distribution (PDD) tool searches for rewirable edge pairs for a user defined fraction 427 of rewiring (rather than trying to rewire edge pairs at random) and generates a graph with the same degree 428 distribution as in the input adjacency matrix (Rubinov and Sporns, 2010) .
429
Partial randomization method takes adjacency matrices A and B and attempts to randomize matrix 430 A by performing user defined number of rewirings, the rewirings avoid any spots where matrix B is 431 nonzero (Rubinov and Sporns, 2010 ). Here we used the AC map for matrix A and an empirical functional 432 connectivity map for matrix B, which was obtained from 1000 Functional Connectome Project website 433 http://www.nitric.org/ according to the procedure described in Vuksanović and Hövel (2014) . Abbreviations stand for the resulting graphs from several randomization methods used: Erdős-Rényi-type R ER , double-edge-swap method R DES , configuration model R CM , preserved degree distribution model R PDD , partial randomization tool P PR . The S-value is always calculated with respect to a corresponding Erdős-Rényi graph.
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